






Summary

In Grant for Industrial Technology Research (financial support to young researchers) supporting R&D intended 
to industrial applications, the survey for establishing public relations (PR) support effectively connecting and 
accelerating research outputs of the young researchers to industrial applications was, conducted. Such researchers 
are young and frequently occupied by their daily research work. In order to more effectively contributing their 
research outputs to real society, it is urgent business sending out information in public relating to the outputs of 
the researchers focusing on essential studies for next generation industry, and constructing the mechanisms that 
they step up at the stages of their studies. First of all, the pre-survey on PR skills, industry-university cooperation, 
comments towards NEDO projects, was conducted. Based on this, two support items were provided. One was 
“Cooperating to industry by technical note”. The other was “Sending out information in public and acquiring the 
market reactions ”. And then the two support activities were conducted one after another for the ones selected 
through discussion with NEDO. 

In the first support, firstly advise for industrial utilization from leading companies at each industry was gained, 
secondary consultation for opinion exchange and meetings for cooperation with the leading companies that 
expressed their special interest was set up, thirdly opportunities for investigating research plans and principals 
from now on were provided. In the second support, the activity sending out information in public towards the 
industry being focused right now or an application that might be so, was conducted. On the process of this, 
optimizing large-scale mass media, a great number of such reactions by the concerned markets were effectively 
acquired through the attributes of “downloads” placed on each publicized on the website. Other than this, for the 
research outputs that were especially excelled, in order to letting society understand further the social meanings 
of the research themes, it was supported for applying to technical commendation systems, and also facilitated for 
media corporations of newspapers and TV to be reported. 

Many young researchers acknowledge that they are short of knowledge in PR and have unbalanced or short 
personal relationships, and that they are not in the right position for solving all of the above. Many of those who 
joined the PR support this time, admitted that it was extremely effective to young researchers. The advice gained 
in such short time with no big workload throughout feedbacks and comments, interest levels, and meetings with 
leading companies, reflect the strong needs of present industries, therefore it will highly be expected for technical 
contribution. Thus, it is thought to be a role model for promoting industry-university cooperation and industrial 
utilization, not only for the young researchers, but also those in relation to other grants. 
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